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Chapter 721: Arrival Of The Phoenix Clan (3) 

 

“Little Miaomiao, you have to have confidence in Master!” Feng Zhan said with displeasure. Oh! What 

was so great about the Phoenix Clan? He also had the entire Phoenix Clan behind him. Although his 

clansmen might not be comparable to those Phoenix Clan in the Vast Heaven Continent in terms of 

strength, if they really fought, he believed that the Phoenix Clan in the Vast Heaven Continent would 

definitely not be their match. As for why he was so confident! Heh heh! It was a secret! 

“En!” Feng Miao nodded skeptically, then fell silent. 

“Xue’er, what do you plan to do with these people from the Shadow League?” Wu asked curiously. 

“I don’t know, but if they can make the right choice, then we will have a chance to work together in the 

future. Otherwise, we will have to part ways.” Leng Ruoxue thought for a moment and sighed! If only 

she knew who the owner of the Shadow League was. If that’s the case, then even if the Shadow 

League annoyed her, she wouldn’t have to worry too much. After all, knowing one’s enemy is the key to 

victory! 

“Xue’er, let’s make preparations earlier! I think the news of those two Phoenixes dying will be sent back 

to the Phoenix Clan very soon.” Leng Qingtian said with a frown. 

“The Phoenix Clan should already know. Before each of us left the clan, we would leave behind a soul 

jade tablet. Right now, Feng Xian and Feng Yan’s jade tablets are probably shattered.” Feng Miao 

explained. 

“That means they’re almost here!” Leng Ruoxue said excitedly. 

“En, they will arrive at Shadow City in at most three days.” Feng Miao nodded. 

“Xue’er, we only have three days to prepare!” Leng Qingtian reminded. 

“Grandfather, don’t worry. We have space and plenty of time. We have three days to consider the 

Shadow League!” Leng Ruoxue gloated. 

“Feng Da, go tell the shopkeeper that the Phoenix Clan will arrive in three days. Tell them to make 

preparations.” Leng Ruoxue turned around and instructed Feng Da. 

“Yeah, yeah, I’ll be right there,” Feng Da said, and left the room to deliver the message. 

“Miss, if you have a captive of the Phoenix Clan, can you give him to me as a servant?” Lin Yuan asked 

expectantly. 

“Sure. The Phoenix Clan in the Vast Heaven Continent is too disobedient. They can only be servants 

too.” Leng Ruoxue nodded and said. 

“As long as you want it, you will get a share!” Leng Ruoxue added. 



“Hehe!” Everyone was overjoyed when they heard that. 

Three days passed quickly. Compared to Leng Ruoxue and the rest who were relaxed, the upper 

echelons of the Shadow League weren’t calm at all. Especially when they found out that the Phoenix 

Clan would arrive in three days, they exploded! 

Because of this matter, the Shadow League was divided into three opinions. One was with Yu Tian as the 

representative, agreeing to cooperate with Leng Ruoxue. These people placed more importance on the 

alchemists around Leng Ruoxue. After all, in their eyes, the Phoenix Clan might be very powerful, 

but the members of the Phoenix Clan didn’t know how to refine medicinal pills. Therefore, Leng Ruoxue 

and the others were more beneficial to them! 

The second option was to cooperate with the Phoenix Clan and hand Leng Ruoxue and the others over. 

In their eyes, Leng Ruoxue and the others couldn’t be compared to the powerful Phoenix Clan. 

The last one represented neutrality. In their opinion, neither side would help the other. This way, both 

sides would not be offended. However, they ignored Leng Ruoxue’s thoughts. Would she be willing to 

let them remain neutral? The truth was, of course, not! 

After three days of urgent discussions, the Shadow League had been debating non-stop. As time passed, 

the Shadow League finally came to a consensus: they would wait and see. Because of their indecision, in 

the future, they would not be able to become Leng Ruoxue’s true allies and could only exist 

awkwardly as partners. 

In the guest room. 

Leng Ruoxue chuckled and looked up at the sky. At this moment, the sky was fiery red. Of course, these 

weren’t clouds of fire, but the Phoenix Clan! The flames on their bodies dyed the sky red 

“Miss, we are surrounded.” Feng Dao reminded her smilingly. There was no fear on his handsome face. 

“Yes.” Leng Ruoxue was still looking out the window, thinking that the Phoenix Clan was obviously trying 

to intimidate them by making such a big fuss! Unfortunately, they were looking for the wrong person. 

“The person who killed my daughter and son-in-law, get the hell out here!” At this time, in the air 

outside the guest shop, the acting Patriarch of the Phoenix Clan, Feng Yun, finally couldn’t hold back and 

shouted out loud. Humph! She only had this one daughter! She was actually killed by someone! 

‘When she found out that the person who killed her daughter was a human and that she lived in the 

‘Shadow Pavilion’, she immediately rushed over with her clansmen! 

Leng Ruoxue’s beautiful eyes lightly glanced at the beautiful middle-aged woman floating in the air. She 

completely ignored her and continued to comfortably lean against the Freak’s chest while eating her 

delicious food. It was as if she was watching a show as she watched the middle-aged woman 

prancing around by herself! 



“Feng Miao, you traitor who betrayed your own people, come out and accept your death!” After a 

while, Feng Yun saw that no one was paying attention to her, and the fire in her heart burned even more 

fiercely, and she continued shouting. 

However, Feng Miao was also eating the food in front of her very calmly, ignoring Feng Yun. In these 

three days, after knowing the Miss’s detailed plan, her confidence multiplied! 

“You bunch of cowards! What kind of ability do you have to hide in the ‘Shadow Pavilion? If you have 

the guts, then get the hell out here!” After a long time, Feng Yun, who still didn’t receive any response, 

was so angry that she was about to vomit blood. Thus, she didn’t care about her image and roared 

out loud. Hmph! If it wasn’t because she was worried that the ‘Shadow Pavilion’ was the property of the 

Shadow City, she would have burned it down a long time ago! Even though she wasn’t afraid of the 

Shadow Alliance now, she was still afraid of the mysterious master behind the Shadow Alliance! So, as 

long as the Shadow Alliance didn’t protect the person who killed her daughter, she wouldn’ fall out with 

the Shadow Alliance. 

“That person is the acting clan leader of the Phoenix Clan?” Leng Ruoxue pretended to be stupid as she 

pointed at the middle-aged shrew outside the window and asked Feng Miao. 

“Mhm.” Feng Miao nodded. She thought to herself, this old woman is really mad. She actually 

disregarded her image and cursed. Hehe! If the other members of the Phoenix Clan knew about this, it 

would be useless for her to pretend anymore! 

“Miss, when are we going out?” Feng Da asked eagerly.. 
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 “Feng Da, we have to respect our elders. Let that old woman curse for a while. When she gets tired, 

we’ll go out.” Leng Ruoxue chuckled. Sigh! This old woman is full of energy! No wonder she wasn’t tired 

after scolding for so long. 

Feng Yun constantly cursed outside. Unfortunately, the people in the room did what they were 

supposed to do. No one bothered with her. After cursing for a long time, she was already so tired that 

she was gasping for breath! 

“Miss, that old woman seems to be tired of scolding.” Feng Da pricked up his ears and listened carefully. 

However, it had been quite a while since he heard any cursing! 

“En, it’s time for us to go out and show off,” Leng Ruoxue calmly said with a smile that could topple 

cities. 

“Miss, let’s go!” Feng Da said impatiently. He rode his beast and flew out of the window. 

After Feng Da’s dragon carried its master out of the window, it immediately transformed into its largest 

form to avoid losing to those stinky birds! 

The others naturally followed the same method, while Leng Ruoxue, the freak, the strongest among 

them, was the last to fly out of the window! 



Feng Yun looked at Leng Ruoxue and the others who flew out of the inn, and her fiery red phoenix eyes 

immediately released a light of hatred. However, when she saw Feng Da and the others riding the giant 

dragon, her pupils shrunk, and her face was filled with disbelief! 

“Why do you have dragons?” Feng Yun angrily asked. How could these people have any connection with 

the dragon race? With her relationship with a certain dragon, even if she were beaten to death, she 

wouldn’t believe that the dragon race would help someone who had a grudge against her for killing 

her daughter! 

“Not only do we have dragons, we also have phoenixes!” Leng Ruoxue chuckled. 

“That’s right, you damned old hag! You and the clansmen you brought here are the true trash!” Feng 

Zhan roared with extreme rage. Hmph! He’d originally intended to spare their lives for the sake of all of 

them being members of the Phoenix Clan, but he’d changed his mind now. All of the Phoenix 

Clansmen that had come today would die! 

“You… you bastard child that came out of nowhere, who are you scolding?” When Feng Yun heard Feng 

Zhan actually call him an old woman, he immediately became even more angry. After all, women didn’t 

like to hear such words, especially women of a certain age. So, when Feng Yun heard this, his 

reaction was extraordinarily great! 

“Damned old hag, you’re the bastard! Your entire family are all bastards!” Feng Zhan retorted without 

the slightest trace of politeness. F*ck! He, who possessed the noble bloodline of the Phoenix King, 

actually dared to call him a bastard! He was truly courting death! 

“You…” Feng Yun wanted to curse out loud, but was stopped by Leng Ruoxue. 

“Patriarch Feng Dai, do you want to continue bickering or take revenge for your daughter!” Leng Ruoxue 

was a little speechless. She didn’t want a battle that was waiting to happen to become a war of words. 

Moreover, she wanted to take this rare opportunity to test the strength of her beasts! 

“Humph! Of course I want to take revenge for my daughter. Miss Leng, as long as you hand over those 

snakes that ate my daughter, I will spare your life!” Feng Yun stated her conditions. She had already 

investigated clearly. Her daughter and future son-in-law had been eaten by several pythons. 

“Leader Feng Dai, this is not possible! Feng Xian and Feng Yan were given to them by me, moreover, 

they are my beasts, how could I hand them over?” Leng Ruoxue said calmly, not accepting Feng Yun’s 

kindness at all. 

“Miss Leng, as long as you hand over those snakes to me, I promise I won’t kill you.” Feng Yun 

guaranteed. In truth, she didn’t even think that way in her heart. She only wanted to coax Leng Ruoxue 

to hand over those stronger snakes first, and then slowly deal with these weaker little beasts! 

“But, I don’t believe you. Besides, I don’t think you can kill me.” Leng Ruoxue said disapprovingly. 

“Don’t refuse a toast only to be forced to drink a forfeit. Offending our Phoenix Clan won’t do you any 

good!” Feng Yun threatened. 
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“Even if I don’t offend him, I have no choice!” Leng Ruoxue said helplessly. 

“You…” Feng Yun was so angry by Leng Ruoxue that she couldn’t speak. 

“Clan Head Feng, you have to take care of yourself! You haven’t become Clan Head yet!” Leng Ruoxue 

kindly reminded. 

“Damn it, go! Kill all of them!” Feng Yun was angered to the extreme and directly ordered. 

“Yes, Patriarch!” All the phoenixes replied in unison as they stared intently at Leng Ruoxue and the 

others. 

“Feng Da, you guys don’t need to watch the show anymore. Prepare to fight!” Leng Ruoxue indifferently 

looked at Feng Yun and ordered. 

“En, en.” Feng Da and the others hurriedly nodded. Hehe, they had waited for this moment for a long 

time! Today, they could finally let loose! 

“My citizens, all of you have to perform well as well!” Feng Zhan said to all his clansmen. Even though 

this generation’s Patriarch of the Phoenix Clan before him was also a member of the Phoenix Clan, he 

wasn’t able to sense the Imperial Bloodline in her at all. So, he’d determined that this old woman 

was only an ordinary phoenix. So, even if he really killed her, he wouldn’t feel any pain in his heart! As 

for those phoenixes that assisted the wicked, they deserved even more death! Hmph! They really were 

tired of living for daring to be arrogant in front of him! 

“Yes, King!” All of the Phoenixes said in unison. After that, their phoenix eyes stared at Feng Yun and the 

other Phoenixes with extreme hostility. 

“King? Why do they call you king? You’re quite bold, actually daring to call yourself king!” Hearing this 

title, Feng Yun immediately acted as if he had found something that could be used against Feng Zhan, 

and loudly said. 

“Idiot!” Feng Zhan couldn’t be bothered to explain to her, and directly shot a glance at his clansmen. 

After that, all of the Phoenixes very tacitly locked onto their opponents. Oh! One on one they definitely 

wouldn’t be able to defeat Feng Yun and the other beasts, but they had too many Phoenixes! Hehe! 

One against five they still had some left! 

“Chief, their numbers are greater than ours.” A phoenix said in a low voice, feeling a bit uneasy. 

“ant” 

Miserable screams could be heard from the battlefield. Feng Da and the others, who had yet to make a 

move, became even more excited! 



“Brothers, let’s attack as well!” After Feng Da said that, he took the lead and charged into the battle, 

taking advantage of the situation! Wu… why were the birds brought by this Phoenix Clan’s substitute 

clan head so lousy! They hadn’t even made a move, yet they were about to be killed by Feng Zhan’s 

subordinates and the silver wolves! This wouldn’t do! 

“Charge!” Lin Yuan and the rest shouted loudly to boost their morale! Then, they rushed in as well. 

“What are you all doing? No one is allowed to scratch anymore, quickly get up and fight!” Feng Yun, who 

was watching from the side, was so angry that his face was a bit dark. His pair of phoenix eyes glared 

fiercely at Leng Ruoxue. 

Unfortunately, because it was too itchy, none of her trusted subordinates paid attention to her! 

“Devil, let’s go play with Feng Yun!” Leng Ruoxue suggested with a smile. 

“Good!” The freak spirit nodded, agreeing. Mm! He also felt that Feng Yun was too idle! 

“Xue’er, what about me?” Leng Ruoxue and the freak were just about to find trouble with Feng Yun 

when they were stopped by the pitiful Empty. Boohoo… He also wanted to find a bird to play with, but 

those birds were all split up by Xue’er’s subordinates and beastmen, so he was fine! 

“Lass, why don’t we do it together!” the little old man suggested. Actually, his hands were itching! 

“Master, there’s still us!” The Mei and the other beastmen hurriedly said. At the same time, they were 

still grumbling in their hearts. Feng Yun had brought too few birds. There was not enough to share! 

“Miss, there’s still us!” Suddenly, a familiar voice interrupted. 
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“You guys are finally willing to come out!” Leng Ruoxue said helplessly. Sigh! During this period of time, 

Cheng Wu and the rest had been secretly following them. They really thought she didn’t know! She just 

didn’t expose them! 

“Hehe! I knew I couldn’t hide it from Miss.” Cheng Wu said with an embarrassed smile. Although Miss 

and the others had already left when they were sober, they had finally caught up with Miss when they 

were in Moonview City. However, because they were afraid that Miss would chase them back, they 

never dared to show themselves! 

“Miss, I’m here too.” Ning De said in embarrassment. 

“The union has arranged everything!” Leng Ruoxue said with some understanding. 

“Yes, yes.” Ning De nodded obediently. 

“Do you all want to join in the fight against these Phoenixes?” Leng Ruoxue asked the advisor. 

“yes! We haven’t praised the Phoenix yet!” Cheng Wu said excitedly. He was so excited! Hehe, if they 

didn’t want to participate in this grand occasion, they would continue to secretly follow Miss! 



“Alright, then go beat up whoever you don’t like! You’re welcome!” Leng Ruoxue said generously. 

“Alright! Miss, don’t worry about us. We will find our own entertainment!” Song Di hurriedly said. Then, 

they all headed towards their target, Feng Yun 

“Xue’er, they stole our opponent,” the freak said with slight dissatisfaction. Humph! These people had 

made him the scapegoat in Moon Gazing City. Now, they actually stole the enemy that he and Xue‘er 

had set their eyes on. This was too much! 

“That’s right! But, who asked this old woman to have such poor social relations!” Leng Ruoxue gloated. 

After that, she resigned herself to fate and pulled the monstrous genius to the side to watch the battle. 

Boohoo… Feng Yun had brought over 30 phoenixes, and there were nearly 100 people including 

Cheng Wu and the others who had appeared later. There were even more beasts, so they didn’t even 

have a chance to attack! 

“I want to beat him up too!” Empty whispered with tears in his eyes. 

“Uh!” Two drops of cold sweat dripped down Leng Ruoxue’s forehead. She thought in her heart, if you 

attack, then wouldn’t her subordinates and beastmen have fewer opportunities to train! So, you should 

just watch from the side! Oh! If they can’t deal with you, then you’re welcome to attack! 

“Xue’er!” Empty said softly. 

“Un! Go beat up whoever you want!” Leng Ruoxue said with a headache. 

“Haha! Then I won’t hold back!” Without finishing speaking, he ran to the battlefield to cause trouble. 

“Master, what about us?” Charm could not help but take the lead and ask. Boohoo… How could they not 

have a chance to attack? How regretful was that! 

“Un! You guys go too!” Leng Ruoxue said helplessly. 

“Thank you, Master!” The demons and the other beastmen immediately rushed toward the battlefield 

upon hearing this. 

At this moment, only Leng Ruoxue, the freak, the little old man, and Icy were in the audience. 

Inan instant, the situation on the battlefield changed. Every single phoenix was surrounded by over 10 

beasts, and they either utilized mystic techniques, grabbed, or bit. In short, there was nothing that one 

couldn’t think of and couldn’t see 

On the other hand, Feng Yun was in an even more miserable state. She was surrounded by almost 30 

Mystic Sovereigns, and not only was she unable to split herself apart, she was even attacked by various 

profound techniques from all directions. Her originally bright and beautiful clothes had already 

become tattered at this moment, and her hair was even more disheveled while her face was covered in 

bruises 

“Damn it, where did you all come from?” Feng Yun saw that he was being besieged by more than 30 

Mystic Sovereigns. He was furious! This was clearly bullying! 



“You’re the one who should die! You old hag!” Song Di mimicked Feng Zhan. 

“You…” Feng Yun was so angry that she was at a loss for words. Her ample chest was heaving up and 

down, Unfortunately, the man in front of her had turned a blind eye, and even 

“Stupid old woman! You’re already so old, why are you still wandering around? You’re disgusting!” 

Cheng Wu said viciously. 

“Pfft!” Feng Yun was angered to the point of vomiting blood. Her phoenix eyes fiercely glared at Cheng 

Wu, but he couldn’t say anything! 

“Boss! You’re amazing!” said one of the Mystic Sovereigns. 

“Hehe! It’s no big deal. Old woman, don’t look at me like that. I don’t like you,” Cheng Wu said angrily. 

“Pfft! Pfft!” Feng Yun was angered to the point of vomiting blood. But, he could only stare at Cheng Wu! 

“Phoenix blood is also a good thing, don’t waste it!” The quick-witted Leng Ruoxue took out a jade 

bottle and caught Feng Yun’s blood. Then, she said very frugally. 

“Miss, give me the bottle!” Cheng Wu said. 

“Okay.” After Leng Ruoxue said that, she threw the jade bottle towards Cheng Wu 

After Cheng Wu caught the bottle, he maliciously smiled and took out a dagger. Then, he stabbed 

towards Feng Yun’s body without any mercy. However, he never thought that he would actually stab 

into Feng Yun’s butt. 

“ah! You’re courting death!” Feng Yun cried out, feeling endless pain. 

“My family’s young miss said that phoenix blood is a good thing, Since you’re going to die anyway, don’t 

waste your blood!” Cheng Wu said matter-of-factly. 

Hearing Cheng Wu’s words, Feng Yun was both angry and in pain. But, she couldn’t help but look at him 

with a vigilant expression, afraid that he would stab her in the back. At the same time, she had to guard 

against the sneak attacks of others. At this time, she could absolutely be considered to be facing 

enemies from both sides, impossible to defend against! 

“Everyone, let’s finish this quickly! Don’t delay eating!” Leng Ruoxue suddenly reminded as she looked 

at the sky. 

“Mm, mm!” Leng Ruoxue’s words were unanimously echoed by everyone. Thus, they were even more 

ruthless in their attacks. As for Feng Yun’s side, they had been completely beaten up. The itching fans 

from before had already caused their attack power to greatly decrease, so their fighting spirit had also 

become increasingly low 

And this scene greatly stimulated some people who were secretly watching from the shadows. 

Originally, because the difference in strength between the two sides was too great, many people didn’t 

think highly of Leng Ruoxue’s side. However, they never thought that Leng Ruoxue and the others would 



continue to abuse the clansmen that Feng Yun brought. Moreover, it was a one-sided battle.. Boohoo… 

To most people, this kind of battle was unimaginable! 
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After a long time. 

‘The clansmen that Feng Yun brought no longer had the slightest bit of combat strength. All of them lay 

on the ground with wounds all over their bodies. As for Feng Yun, she was in an even more miserable 

state. The current her was no longer human 

“You’re quite durable.” Seeing that the battle was almost over, Leng Ruoxue came to Feng Yun’ss side 

and kicked her. 

Leng Ruoxue’s kick was neither light nor heavy. However, it was this strength path kick that caused Feng 

Yun to turn back into his beast form. 

“Do any of you want to contract this dying bird?” Leng Ruoxue pointed at the dying Feng Yun. 

“No!” Everyone shook their heads like a rattle drum. No one was willing to take in Feng Yun, who had 

poor affinity. 

“Oh! Then which one of you wants to contract these thirty over Phoenixes?” Leng Ruoxue looked at 

Feng Da, Cheng Wu and the others and asked. 

“Young Lady, Cheng Wu and the others’ beasts aren’t very good. Why don’t you give them a contract?” 

Feng Da and the others looked at each other before he spoke on behalf of everyone. 

“No need, no need! It’s better for you to sign a contract! This can increase your strength!” Cheng Wu 

and the others quickly rejected. However, their hearts were warm. Boohoo… the people around Miss 

were all so understanding! 

“Alright, you don’t have to give way. This time, I made the decision to contract these thirty plus beasts 

for Cheng Wu and the others. Coincidentally, their numbers are about the same as yours. They were 

prepared for you! Haha! As for Feng Da and the others, there will be plenty of opportunities in the 

future,” Leng Ruoxue said fairly. In fact, she felt that Feng Da and the others all had dragons, while 

Cheng Wu and the others’ beasts were indeed lacking, so she decided to give them the beasts. 

“Thank you, Miss.” Cheng Wu and the others saw that their Miss had made the decision, and no longer 

refused. They looked gratefully at Leng Ruoxue, Feng Da, and the others. Wah… These were all 

Transcendent Divine Beasts of the eighth and ninth ranks! And they were the strongest of the Phoenix 

Clan. However, Miss and Feng Da had chosen to give them to them without even blinking! How could 

they not be moved! 

“We’re on the same side, there’s no need to stand on ceremony.” Leng Ruoxue indifferently replied. 

Ever since she guessed that they had followed her here, she knew that these people had already made 

up their minds to follow her. Furthermore, she was more and more satisfied with Cheng Wu and the 



rest. Hence, she no longer had the intention to reject them. 

After speaking, Leng Ruoxue stored the thirty plus phoenixes into her bracelet, leaving Feng Yun alone 

outside! Humph! She wasn’t stupid enough to tame these beastmen in front of those hidden eyes! The 

current her was already in the limelight, so it was better to keep a low profile! 

“What should we do with Feng Yun?” Leng Ruoxue looked at the big red bird lying on the ground. 

“Master, of course we kill it!” Feng Zhan hurriedly suggested. He didn’t have a good impression of this 

old woman, so he naturally didn’t care about this fellow’s life! 

“Blacky! Can you eat this bird?” Leng Ruoxue looked at the black python lying on the ground. 

“Yes.” The black python nodded as it looked at Feng Yun, who was around its size. 

“Then eat it! Maybe you can advance to a ninth level Transcendent Divine Beasts!” Leng Ruoxue thought 

for a moment and said. Oh, killing Feng Yun would be a bit wasteful, so it would be better to give her 

beast some nourishment! After all, this Phoenix meat was one of the best supplements! 

“Thank you, Master, but I don’t think it’s a good idea for me to eat alone!” the black python said in 

embarrassment. 

“It’s okay, hurry and eat!” Leng Ruoxue urged. 

“Yeah! Boss, hurry up and eat!” All the pythons echoed. Last time, the two Phoenix Bosses did not eat 

much. Since there was such an opportunity this time, they naturally did not want Boss to let it go. 

“That’s right! Quickly eat!” Feng Zhan roared impatiently. 

“Alright then!” The black python wriggled its way to Feng Yun’s side. Then, it opened its huge mouth and 

swallowed Feng Yun whole 

Seeing this, Leng Ruoxue kept all the beast into her bracelet and led everyone into the shop. 

In the guest room, Leng Ruoxue brought Feng Da, Cheng Wu, and the others into the bracelet. Inside, 

she tamed the thirty or so Phoenixes that she had brought in. After that, she instructed Cheng Wu and 

the others to sign a master-servant contract with them. Afterwards, she led everyone on their way. 

As Leng Ruoxue and the others had left stealthily, the Shadow League did not receive any news. Hence, 

when they tried to approach Leng Ruoxue the next day, it was already too late! The room was already 

empty. They left without saying goodbye, causing the higher-ups of the Shadow League to almost 

vomit blood! 

And at this time, the news of Leng Ruoxue and the others taking care of the Phoenix Clan had already 

spread throughout the Boundless Heaven Continent. For a time, the various parties were in an uproar 

and did not react uniformly 

Three days later. 



Leng Ruoxue and the others had once again stolen the limelight. They didn’t know how shocking their 

actions were, but they had come to the territory of the Phoenix Clan in an extremely low-profile 

manner. And their purpose in coming to the Phoenix Clan was naturally to subdue the Phoenix Clan. In 

truth, Leng Ruoxue was also afraid that the people of the Phoenix Clan would cause trouble for her in 

order to take revenge for Feng Yun, so she decided to strike first to gain the upper hand. After all, she 

didn’t like being remembered by others! 

Outside the Phoenix Clan’s territory. 

“Fengmiao, does your clan live here?” Leng Ruoxue asked as she looked at the inconspicuous grove. 

“Uh! Yes, this place is called Phoenix Forest, and it was chosen by the seniors of the Phoenix Clan. It’s far 

away from the sphere of influence of humans, and it’s both quiet and undisturbed. So, for thousands of 

years, our Phoenix Clan has always lived here!” Feng Miao explained. Alas! After being away 

from home for so many days, she had finally returned. To be honest, she was actually a little timid. After 

all, when she left back then, she mostly wanted to escape! 

“Then let’s go in! I can’t wait to see how this Realm Phoenix Clan is doing.” Leng Ruoxue said very 

curiously. 

“Uh! Then let’s go!” Feng Miao said helplessly. After saying that, she walked in front of Leng Ruoxue and 

the others, leading them into the Phoenix Forest. 

Even though there were many trees planted outside the Phoenix Forest, those trees were obviously not 

parasol trees. The deeper one went into the Phoenix Forest, the more one could feel the scorching fire 

attribute spiritual qi inside. 

“Master, the fire attribute spiritual qi here is quite dense. It’s not a bad place even though it can’t be 

compared to the phoenix nest I used to live in.” Feng Zhan, who was standing on Leng Ruoxue’s 

shoulder, commented. 
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“En, it looks quite ordinary from the outside, but inside, it does look like a place where Phoenixes 

reside.” Leng Ruoxue nodded. 

“Stop right there! Feng Miao, how dare you bring a human back to the Phoenix Forest without 

permission!” All of a sudden, a delicate voice sounded in Leng Ruoxue and the others’ ears! 

Hearing this shout, Leng Ruoxue and the others couldn’t help but look at Feng Miao, while Feng Miao’s 

face turned red from their slightly teasing gaze. 

“Uh! Ignore her! Let’s go in!” Feng Miao said helplessly. Sigh! There were some self-righteous people in 

the Feng clan, Their levels were obviously not high, but they always felt that they were superior to 

others. 



“Okay, if you say so, then so be it.” Leng Ruoxue gave Feng Miao face and said, then they continued to 

follow Feng Miao. 

Seeing that she couldn’t stop Leng Ruoxue and the others, the voice angrily appeared in front of them. 

“Stop right there. You’re not allowed to go any further. Otherwise, don’t blame us for being impolite.” A 

beautiful woman with a sexy figure shouted. 

“How do you want to be impolite?” Leng Ruoxue’s beautiful eyes lightly swept over the beautiful 

woman in front of her and asked curiously. Oh, this Fire Phoenix wouldn’t think that it could do anything 

to them just because it had the strength of a rank 2 Transcendent Divine Beast, right? Or was it that 

she was very confident in the few escorts behind her? 

“Hmph! If you take another step forward, I’ll make you regret it.” The woman spoke with confidence. 

“Haha!” Leng Ruoxue laughed lightly, as if she had heard something funny. Then, she turned to Feng 

Miao and said, “Feng Miao, is this how all the members of the Feng clan behave?” 

According to Leng Ruoxue’s knowledge, the hierarchy of the beast world was very strict. Furthermore, it 

placed great importance on bloodline. But the phoenix clan in the Boundless Heaven Continent that she 

saw was just like those clans in the human world. Inside, it was filled with mutual deception and 

scheming, Sigh! Compared to her own cute and simple beast beasts, she was disappointed in the 

Phoenix Clan in this world. Otherwise, she would not only let Cheng Wu and the others sign master-

servant contracts with those captives. 

“Miss...” Feng Miao didn’t know what to say. In fact, the Phoenix Clan in the past wasn’t like this. 

However, ever since Feng Yun became the previous clan head, the atmosphere in the clan had changed. 

Thus, many phoenixes who looked down on Feng Yun chose to go into seclusion out of helplessness. 

Sigh! Wasn’t this also a manifestation of avoiding responsibility! 

“Little Miaomiao! Even though the dog blocked the way, you still have to think of a way to bring us in!” 

Feng Zhan reminded. 

“En.” Feng Miao nodded. Then, with a light raise of an arm, she sent Feng Ling’er and the others who 

were blocking her way into the distance, directly giving way. 

Plop! Plop! Following a few loud sounds, Feng Ling’er and the others fell to the ground. She widened her 

phoenix eyes in disbelief and glared at Feng Miao. “Feng Miao, how dare you treat me like this. How 

dare you!” 

“Feng Ling’er, didn’t the First Elder teach you what respect and seniority is? You’re only a second-level 

Transcendent Divine Beast, yet you actually dare to be impudent in front of me! You really don’t know 

the meaning of death!” Feng Miao questioned loudly. The aura of an expert on her body was 

instantly displayed, and the pressure of her bloodline made Feng Ling’er and the others unable to 

breathe 



If it was in the past, perhaps Feng Miao would have ignored their provocation. However, it was different 

now. Since she had already abandoned the dark and tured to the light, these Phoenix Clan members 

could only be considered passersby or enemies before Miss subdued them. Therefore, there was 

naturally no need for him to be polite to them. 

“Feng Miao, you’re just a traitor of the Phoenix Clan. How dare you cause trouble in the territory of the 

Phoenix Clan? I think you’re the one who doesn’t know the difference between life and death!” Feng 

Ling’er wiped the blood from the corner of her mouth and said indignantly. Hmph! If it was in the 

past, she would really be a little afraid of Feng Miao, much less speak to her like this. However, ever 

since Feng Miao was deemed a traitor by the clan leader, many of the clan members who had once been 

jealous of Feng Miao felt that there was no need to be afraid of her anymore. Otherwise, how would 

she dare to stop Feng Miao?! 

“Patriarch? Didn’t the First Elder tell you that Feng Yun is already dead?” Feng Miao asked with a faint 

smile. Hehe, I really didn’t expect that big black python to be so hardworking. After eating Feng Yun, it 

actually advanced to become a level-nine super divine beast. This is definitely good news for them! 

Not only that, before that big black python advanced, Miss even made it sign a life contract with Feng 

Moran. And Feng Moran also advanced to become a Mystic Sovereign because of the big black pythons 

advancement! 

“What? How is this possible?” Feng Ling’er and the others were stunned. It took them a long time to 

recover from their shock. 

“What’s impossible about it? You’ll eventually die if you get older!” Leng Ruoxue said with a light smile. 

Then, she released a trace of green profound energy from her fingertips and tied Feng Ling’er and the 

others into dumplings. 

Leng Ruoxue looked at Feng Ling’er and the others with dissatisfaction. She couldn’t help but complain, 

“These phoenixes are too weak. Why don’t they eat meat?” 

Her standards were getting higher and higher. She didn’t plan to let her subordinates contract the 

Transcendent Divine Beasts below level seven, and the highest level of these Phoenixes was only level 

five. However, she didn’t want to slowly raise them. Oh, it was really difficult ah! Leng Ruoxue’s brows 

were knitted together in a dilemma! 

“Xue’er, even though you despise them, others will treat them as good stuff. Why don’t you tame them 

and sell them? With their status and strength, they can definitely be sold for a good price,” suggested 

Wu Qing with a smile. 

“Master, this won’t do! Even though I don’t like them, they’re still members of the Phoenix Clan. How 

could they fall into the hands of another? So, you should just kill them!” Feng Zhan hurriedly stopped 

him. Oh, what it meant was that since Master didn’t like them, then they could only be killed. In 

short, they couldn’t fall into the hands of an outsider. 



“En, then let’s kill it and eat it!” Leng Ruoxue nodded her head. Oh, she always said she wanted to eat a 

phoenix, but this goal had never been achieved. In reality, a phoenix was just a big-sized turkey. It didn’t 

matter, she couldn’t help but comfort herself. 

Actually, she could not bring herself to say anything about a beast that could already transform into a 

human form. Hence, she could only say something. Sob... Why was she so kind? 

Chapter 727: Miss, Do I Smell? (1) 

 

“Master, kill these phoenixes and leave their blood. Let those pythons eat the meat!” Charm lying in 

Leng Ruoxue’s arms suggested. Boohoo… it was the same as Master. It didn’t like to eat beasts that 

could take human form. Its meat would grow old! 

“En, en, Charm’s suggestion is not bad!” Leng Ruoxue stroked Charm’ soft fur and agreed. Hehe, Charm 

is really understanding! 

“How dare you!” Feng Linger almost vomited blood when she heard Leng Ruoxue and the others’ 

discussion. However, her body was tied up too tightly, so she couldn’t resist even if she wanted to. 

However, she believed in the strength of the Phoenix Clan. At the same time, she didn’t believe Feng 

Miao’s 

words. In short, she was very certain that these humans wouldn’t dare to touch them. Moreover, these 

damned humans dared to treat them like this. She would definitely teach them a lesson later. 

“What’s there to be afraid of? I’ve already eaten Feng Yun for my own beast, let alone you weak little 

phoenixes. Sigh! It’s not even enough to fill the gaps between my beast’s teeth!” Leng Ruoxue said in 

disdain. 

“You… You’re lying! The clan head is powerful, how could he be eaten by your beast?!” Feng Ling‘er was 

still unconvinced. 

“Linger, what she said might very well be true.” At this moment, a young man who was also tied up 

spoke softly. 

“How did you know?” Feng Ling‘er ignored Leng Ruoxue and the others and asked directly. 

“When I went to the Elder Conference yesterday, I accidentally heard those elders say that the 

Patriarch’s soul tablet had already shattered. None of the other clansmen that the Patriarch took away 

returned. However, their lives shouldn’t be in danger,” the young man explained. 

“You… you all really killed the Clan Chief?” Feng Ling’er did not believe the words of Leng Ruoxue and 

the others, but she had no choice but to believe the words of her guardian angel. She knew very well 

that these people would not dare to say anything to her. So, after knowing that it was most likely true, 

she 

became abit afraid! 



“Of course, only Feng Yun died. The other phoenixes were all contracted by my subordinates. After all, 

with their strength, it’s not bad to be a meat shield or something like that. But you guys! Your strength is 

too low. You don’t even have the chance to be a hired thug, You can only be my beast’s snack.” Leng 

Ruoxue said with a wicked smile. 

“No! I don’t want to die! Don’t eat me! I’m willing to be your slave! I’ll do anything as long as you don’t 

eat me!” Suddenly, a young man begged with tears in his eyes. Boohoo… He felt that he was only 

standing behind Feng Ling’er and wasn’t disrespecting these people! So, he didn’t want to die! 

“But, your strength is too low, it really doesn’t have much use to us.” Leng Ruoxue didn’t like these little 

Phoenixes at all! Hmph! Who asked her to hate this kind of second generation who relied on their power 

to bully others! 

“Tm willing to be a slave and a slave, as long as you’re willing to let me live.” The young man continued 

begging. 

“Oh, Feng Zhan! This fellow is the most sensible Phoenix Clan I’ve ever seen.” Two drops of cold sweat 

dripped from Leng Ruoxue’s forehead as she said speechlessly. Oh, this was the first time she’d seen 

such a cowardly Phoenix Clan! Today, her horizons had been broadened. 

“Master, since this fellow wants to work like a slave, then hand him over to me for a good round of 

training!” Feng Zhan laughed evilly. 

“Alright then! Feng Zhan, let him learn our rules.” Leng Ruoxue waved her hand and the young man was 

released from his restraints. 

On the other hand, Feng Zhan flew over to the young man and chanted a few incantations. After that, 

the young man’s eyes flashed before he bowed respectfully to Feng Zhan. “Greetings, Your Majesty!” 

“Report the situation within the Phoenix Clan to my Master!” Feng Zhan commanded. Earlier, he’d 

utilized a contract that only the members of the royal clan of the Phoenix Clan knew about, and it could 

be considered a form of contract between master and servant. This sort of contract was usually utilized 

to 

restrain the members of the side branches of the Phoenix Clan. After all, there were many branches in 

the Phoenix Clan, and no one could guarantee that every side branch would be loyal to the imperial clan. 

At the time, his Queen Mother had been too trusting of those branches, and that was why she’d 

ended up being sealed. Now, he naturally wouldn’t give these side branches any chance to betray her. 

“Yes, Your Majesty!” The young man nodded, and then continued.” Three days ago, Feng Yun took away 

a group of phoenixes and said that he wanted to avenge his daughter and son-in-law. However, he 

hasn’t returned until now, and Feng Lin said that Feng Yun has already died. However, most of the 

clansmen still don’t know about her death. As for the elders, they’ve always closed their doors and 

refused to see any of my clansmen.” 

“Tell me about the current strength of the Phoenix Clan,” Feng Zhan said with dissatisfaction. Sigh! This 

servant was just too stupid to say anything useless. 



“Right now, in the Phoenix Clan, besides the Elders of the Council of Elders, a portion of the other 

clansmen are level seven or eight Transcendent Divine Beasts. However, most of them are level four or 

five like me.” The man continued to explain. Many of the Phoenix Clan’s powerful Transcendent Divine 

Beasts had been taken away by Feng Yun three days ago. Therefore, the strongest people in the Phoenix 

Clan should be the Elders of the Council of Elders. They were basically level eight or nine Transcendent 

Divine Beasts. Of course, he didn’t count those who had been sleeping. 

“Damn it, why do you keep saying useless things?” Feng Zhan couldn’t bear it anymore and roared. He 

really doubted the intelligence of this servant of his. One had to know that they had already heard these 

situations from Feng Miao, did he still need to repeat them? 

“Boohoo..’ The man was extremely aggrieved, but that was all he knew! 

“Feng Zhan, don’t ask him anymore.” Leng Ruoxue was a little speechless. Sigh! This Feng’s strength was 

too low. It was impossible to rely on him to know the core secrets of the Phoenix Clan, and Feng Miao 

only cared about cultivation and didn’t care much about the matters of the Phoenix Clan, so it seemed 

it was impossible to hear anything useful from them. 

“Llmow alittle. The Elder Conference is like a bird that was startled by the twang of a bow!” The young 

man, Feng Lin, who was the first to speak, also spoke up. Boohoo… As the saying goes, those who know 

the truth are the elites. If one could survive, no one would want to be eaten. Therefore, after thinking 

for a long time, he wisely decided to surrender. 

“Tell me about it. If you satisfy me, I won’t give you to the beast as a snack.’ Leng Ruoxue enticed like a 

big wolf trying to abduct Little Red Riding Hood. 

Chapter 728: Miss, Am I Stinky? (2) 

 

“That day, when I went to the Elder Conference, I unintentionally heard them say that Feng Yun had 

died. Furthermore, the Elder Conference has divided into two opinions. Those who have a good 

relationship with Feng Yun are in favor of avenging her. The other person is proposing to choose a new 

generation Patriarch. Currently, they are in a deadlock.” Feng Lin thought for a moment before 

speaking. 

“Other people, why don’t you agree to take revenge?” Leng Ruoxue asked curiously. Oh, I heard the 

Feng Clan is very united? 

“They don’t like Feng Yun. Those clansmen are almost all elders left behind by the Patriarch, so..’ Feng 

Lin looked at Feng Miao and hesitated to speak. 

‘Oh, Fengmiao, I’ll give you a task. Get those clansmen who are dissatisfied with Feng Yun for me. If they 

know what’s good for them, I will definitely not treat them badly. Otherwise, they can only be servants.” 

Leng Ruoxue instructed. Oh, since the Feng Clan is not on good terms, this is a good opportunity 

for them. 



“Miss, I’m not very familiar with them.” Feng Miao said with some difficulty. Other than cultivation, 

socializing was her weakness! Wu… 

“So it’s like that! That Feng Lin, right? I’ll give you a chance to make a contribution. Whether or not you 

can catch him will depend on yourself!” Leng Ruoxue furrowed her brows in thought, then pointed at 

the young man. 

“Please rest assured, Miss. I will definitely cooperate with Feng Miao to do this.” Feng Lin hurriedly 

promised. 

“Your Majesty, I can cooperate as well.” Feng Zhan’s new servant also hurriedly expressed his opinion. 

Boohoo… It was really too unfair. Why was Feng Lin’s treatment so different from his?! 

“Feng Zhan, take that Feng Lin as your subordinate!” Leng Ruoxue raised her hand, and Feng Lin was 

released from his restraints. 

“Alright, Master.” After Feng Zhan said that, he also recited a few incantations. Humph! The Feng Clan in 

the Vast Heaven Continent still couldn’t believe it too much! Better safe than sorry! 

“Greetings, Your Majesty,” Feng Lin said respectfully. 

“Yes, all of you heard what my Master said, right? Quickly go do this!” Feng Zhan glanced at his servant 

and Feng Lin. 

“Yes,” the two of them replied extremely politely. After signing the contract with Feng Zhan, they did 

not dare to show any disrespect to him. 

“Miss, I’ll bring you guys to my place first!” Feng Miao saw that she had helpers and felt relieved. She 

then said to Leng Ruoxue and the others. 

“En.” Leng Ruoxue nodded. Then, she followed Feng Miao deeper into the Phoenix Forest. Feng Ling’er 

and the other two men were still tied up. Not only that, Leng Ruoxue also summoned Big Hairy and Er 

Mao. The two of them carried the three men and walked in together. 

After walking for about half an hour, Leng Ruoxue and the others arrived at a forest filled with parasol 

trees. 

‘Little Miaomiao, is this where you live?” Feng Zhan couldn’t help but ask curiously as he looked at the 

incomparably huge and luxuriant towering trees in front of him. Oh, their clan’s habit was to use the 

number of sycamore trees to determine their position in the clan. Since Feng Miao was able to live ina 

place with so many sycamore trees, her position in the clan was definitely one to two. Uh! No, to be 

more precise, Feng Miao was able to live here because of her mother. After all, her mother was the 

head of the clan. 

“En, this is the residence of our clan’s clan chief. was able to live here because I borrowed mother’s 

light.” Feng Miao said with a bit of self-mockery. This was the place with the densest fire attribute 

spiritual energy in the Phoenix Forest, and also the residence of their Phoenix Clan’s previous clan chief. 

Feng 



Yun had wanted to live here more than once, but unfortunately, he had never succeeded. Who asked 

Feng Yun to only be the substitute clan chief, the parasol trees here didn’t recognize her identity. 

“Oh, only the clan leader can live here? Then will we not be allowed to enter these trees?” Feng Da 

asked worriedly. These parasol trees that had lived for a long time basically all had tree spirits, and they 

were not familiar with them, If they were really rejected outside the trees, wouldn’t it be very 

embarrassing? 

“They won’t. With me leading you, they will let you through.” Feng Miao chuckled. Then, she said a few 

words in the phoenix language to the parasol trees, and they automatically opened up a path for her. 

“Hehe! They’re really obedient!” Feng Da said excitedly. 

“Feng Da, don’t embarrass yourself, alright? It’s not like you haven’t seen those sycamore trees that I 

live in.” Feng Zhan spoke with slight speechlessness. The Phoenix Clan and the sycamore trees were 

companions, so as long as they allowed it, the sycamore trees naturally wouldn’t refuse. So, it was 

normal 

for these trees to let them pass! 

“Hehe! The trees you live in have never stopped us. That’s why I’m curious!” Vonda scratched his head 

and said in embarrassment. 

“Haha! Let’s go in!” Feng Miao snickered. The people around the young miss were really too cute, much 

cuter than some people of the Feng clan. 

“En.” Leng Ruoxue and the others nodded and followed Feng Miao in. After they entered, the road 

behind them returned to normal and disappeared. 

“Miss, it’s so hot here!” Peach Lu wiped the sweat off her forehead and said, unable to bear it. 

“En, this place is filled with fire attribute spiritual energy. If you aren’t fire attribute, you will naturally 

feel hot,” Leng Ruoxue analyzed. 

“Miss, you guys can stay here as you wish. I’ll go talk to those people with them first.” After Feng Miao 

brought Leng Ruoxue and the others into her own residence, she left them alone. Hehe, because she 

knew very well that Miss and the others would take good care of her. 

“En, go!” Leng Ruoxue nodded her head, then turned to the thickest Chinese Parasol Tree and ordered, 

“Tie these three people to your tree trunk! Don’t let them escape.” 

The giant tree nodded its head and shook its branches. Then, it extended a branch that was as thick as 

an adult’s arm and firmly tied Feng Ling’er and the others to its trunk. 

“Wow! Miss, you’re so amazing, this tree actually listens to you.” Green Bamboo looked at Leng Ruoxue 

with admiration, her bright eyes were filled with stars! 

“Needless to say, even these trees can’t resist our young miss’ charm,” Feng Da said matter-of-factly. 

The others nodded their heads in agreement. It was obvious that their admiration for Leng Ruoxue had 

reached an unattainable height.. 



Chapter 729: Miss, Do I Smell? (3) 

 

“Eh!” Two drops of cold sweat dripped down Leng Ruoxue’s forehead, and her beautiful face was filled 

with speechlessness. Sigh! Her subordinates were too exaggerated! If outsiders heard these words, they 

would definitely laugh at them! In reality, she only had a slight connection with that tree, she really 

didn’t do anything! 

Actually, this was something Leng Ruoxue did not know. Her natural affinity, regardless of whether it 

was to animals or plants, was extremely attractive. Otherwise, the king of plants like Little Fire Ginseng 

and Little Fire Ginseng would not like her so much, and these trees were the same. 

After all, almost all of them had a tree spirit, so Leng Ruoxue’s attraction to them was no less than that 

of the Phoenix Clan, which had always depended on them. In fact, it seemed to be stronger. Hence, they 

could not reject Leng Ruoxue’s request. 

“Damn it, you traitors of the Phoenix Clan! How dare you listen to those humans and treat us like this!” 

Feng Ling’er was furious when she saw that she was tied to a tree trunk by a Chinese parasol tree! Damn 

it! Who said that these trees were the best friends of the Phoenix Clan? They were obviously lying to 

children! If they were really friends of the Phoenix Clan, would these dead trees treat her like this? 

In fact, she had really wronged these trees. The sycamore trees were indeed the best friends of the 

Phoenix Clan, but no one could replace them. And now, someone who made the sycamore trees feel 

closer to them had suddenly appeared. That was why the sycamore trees listened to Leng Ruoxue. After 

all, 

they were very simple tree spirits who only knew how to respect the thoughts in their hearts. 

“Big Hairy, shut her mouth.” Leng Ruoxue couldn’t stand it any longer. Feng Ling’er had acted quite 

obediently before entering this place. Sigh! In such a short amount of time, this woman could no longer 

continue acting. 

“Yes, Miss!” Big Hairy obediently walked over to Feng Ling’er and the other two who were tied up on the 

tree trunk. It was in a difficult position. Oh! What should it use? It didn’t have anything suitable on hand! 

“Dont you dare! You stinky dead bear, stay away from me!” Feng Ling‘er couldn’t help but shout loudly. 

The smell of these two bears was just too unbearable. She didn’t want to faint from the smell. 

It turned out that the reason why Feng Ling’er didn’t say a word along the way wasn’t because she was 

pretending to be obedient. Rather, it was because she had been affected by the two hairy beasts’ 

scent… 

“smelly? Where?” Big Hairy was stunned and asked in confusion. 

‘It stinks everywhere! Every part of my body stinks!” Feng Ling’er roared in anger. Moreover, the bear 

was too close to her, making her feel a bit dizzy. 

“Miss, do I stink?” Big Hairy’s eyes were filled with tears as it turned its head and asked pitifully. 



“It doesn’t smell bad. This is the embodiment of your masculinity.” Leng Ruoxue quickly comforted him. 

Actually, the two hairy beasts loved cleanliness and would wash themselves clean every day. However, 

the natural smell couldn’t be washed away just by bathing, After smelling it for so long, they had 

already gotten used to it. That was why they didn’t find the two hairy beasts smelt unpleasant. In fact, 

Feng Ling‘er’s words were a little exaggerated. Compared to other bear-type beasts, the two hairy 

beast’s smell was negligible. 

“That’s right, Big Hairy, don’t listen to the nonsense of this crow bird. How would she understand the 

good of men!” Feng Da and the others also comforted him. Uh, the two hairy beasts was one of them, 

and definitely wouldn’t allow outsiders to bully him! 

“En, that’s right, Big Hairy! Don’t listen to the nonsense of outsiders, quickly shut her mouth!” Empty 

also reminded. 

“Okay, okay!” Big Hairy was very touched. Woo… He knew that Miss and the rest would definitely not 

despise him. Hmph! This woman was really too evil! Thinking of this, he looked around to see if there 

was anything suitable to shut that annoying woman’s mouth. 

Eh! I got it! Big Hairy smiled when he found his target. Then, he quickly stripped off the clothes of a man 

who was tied to a tree trunk. He then found something that he thought was suitable and stuffed it into 

Feng Ling’er’s mouth… 

“Eh!” When Leng Ruoxue and the others saw this, black lines appeared on their foreheads at the same 

time. They thought to themselves, Big Hairy is really getting more and more two-faced. He actually used 

that person’s underwear to cover Feng Ling‘er’s mouth. When Feng Ling’er saw this scene, she 

directly fainted. Oh, this time it was definitely a gas drip! 

“Miss, how did I do?” Big Hairy scratched its head and smiled. 

“Uh! It’s not bad!” Leng Ruoxue braced herself and said. She didn’t dare to say it was good, in case Big 

Hairy developed a bad habit of taking off other people’s clothes. 

After settling Feng Ling’er and the other two down, Leng Ruoxue and the others found a place to rest. 

Some of them found it hot and requested to enter the space, while others stayed outside out of 

curiosity… 

After a long time. 

Feng Miao came back full of joy… 

“Miss, Im back.” Feng Miao walked into the parasol tree forest and said loudly. Feng Lin came back with 

her. 

“Mn, what did those birds say?” Leng Ruoxue, who was leaning against the freak’s chest, asked 

indifferently with half-closed eyes. 

“Miss, those elders promised to consider it.” Feng Miao could not help but say with some self-

satisfaction. Hehe, to think that those elders gave her face and did not directly reject her. After all, the 

Phoenix Clan did not like to acknowledge humans as their masters! 



“Think about it?” Leng Ruoxue said with slight displeasure. Hmph! She knew those old fogeys wouldn’t 

agree so easily. However, she had a bad habit. When she took the initiative, if the other party didn’t 

grasp the opportunity, then she wouldnt give the other party another chance. Thinking of this, she 

tumed to Feng Lin and said, ’Go tell those ignorant birds that I won’t beg them to acknowledge me as 

their master. However, I’ll only give them three days to consider. I won’t wait!” 

“Yes,” Feng Lin hurriedly replied. Alas! He knew that the King’s Master wouldn’t be satisfied. However, 

he was slightly puzzled as well. Why didn’t the King allow them to reveal its identity? If those traditional 

and conservative elders knew that the King was a member of the royal clan, they would definitely 

agree. Unfortunately, the King didn’t allow them to say anything! 

After receiving Leng Ruoxue’s order, Feng Lin turned around and left. 

“Feng Miao, you guys go and rest first!” Leng Ruoxue said. 

Chapter 730: Holding Out Hope Until Faced With The Grim Reality (1) 

 

“Yes, Miss.” Feng Miao was a little upset. Sob… after seeing Leng Ruoxue’s reaction, she knew Miss 

wasnt satisfied with what she did! 

After Feng Miao heard Leng Ruoxue’s words, she went back to her own place gloomily. 

“Xue’er, didn’t you already expect such an outcome?” After Feng Miao left, Wu Qing smiled and said. In 

fact, he was very clear about the mentality of those high-end beasts. How could those arrogant fellows 

be willing to be contracted by humans? Therefore, unless there were sufficient benefits, those 

beastmen that had almost been assimilated by humans would not easily agree! 

“Mhm, actually, it’s good that they don’t agree. I can practice now.” Leng Ruoxue smiled. Previously, 

when she asked Feng Miao to negotiate, it was just to be polite before resorting to force. In reality, she 

didn’t care about the result at all. 

“That’s right! There are so many phoenixes in the Phoenix Clan. I can beat them up to my heart’s 

content.” Wu Shang smiled. 

“En, I’ve never beaten up a phoenix before!” the freak said half-jokingly. 

“Miss, didn’t you give them three days to think about it!? What if they agree!?” Zheng En couldn’t stand 

it any longer and reminded her. Sigh! Half a day had not even passed and Miss and company were 

already discussing how to beat up those Phoenixes. Those unlucky Phoenixes were really too pitiful. 

They 

were actually targeted by Miss. With this in mind, he felt some pity for those firebirds. 

“Don’t worry, those noble phoenixes with a sense of superiority will not agree. Oh, Zheng En, when the 

time comes, I will also get you a level nine super divine beast to be your servant.” Leng Ruoxue 

guaranteed. The Phoenix Clan had so many clansmen, so her subordinates should be enough to split 

them. 



Hehe, even though those phoenixes were a little tactless, she was still very satisfied with their numbers. 

Even though the Phoenix Clan in this world did not have as many clansmen as Feng Zhan, there were 

nearly a thousand of them! 

“Miss, I don’t need a level-nine one. I’m already very satisfied with a level-eight Transcendent Divine 

Beast. My biggest wish now is to advance to Mystic Sovereign. Boohoo… Mo Ran clearly cultivated as a 

mystic cultivator later than me, but he’s already a Mystic Sovereign,” Zheng En said enviously. 

“Uh! Don’t be anxious. Aren’t you going to advance soon!” Leng Ruoxue hurriedly consoled. Sigh! Big 

Brother Feng was just lucky! Coincidentally, there was a beast that advanced to the ninth-level 

Transcendent Divine Beasts. Otherwise, Big Brother Feng would also need some time to advance! 

“Yes, soon. I can feel the barrier now, but I’m still lacking an opportunity.” Zheng En nodded. 

“Silly boy, eat more of the spiritual fruits in the space. When the spiritual aura is saturated, you’ll 

naturally advance,” suggested the little old man who was listening to their conversation. 

“Master, I eat it every day! But I really can’t eat it now.” Zheng En said with a bitter face. Boo… I can’t 

stand eating too many spirit fruits! 

“Zheng En, the fire attribute here is very dense. Cultivate well for the next few days! You might be able 

to advance in three days,” Leng Ruoxue reminded. Uh! For fire attribute mystic cultivators, this place 

could absolutely be considered heaven. Furthermore, not everyone could cultivate in the Phoenix Clan’s 

territory. 

“Miss, actually, I prefer to cultivate in space,” Zheng En said honestly. Even though the fire attribute 

spiritual energy here could be directly absorbed without changing into one’s own attribute, the spiritual 

energy here was not as dense as in Miss’s space! 

“Then enter the space! Three days later, we will have another battle.” Leng Ruoxue said calmly. 

“Hehe, Miss, I must participate in the battle in three days!” Zheng En requested. He had not had enough 

fun fighting the Phoenix Clan last time! 

“Don’t worry, there were too few Feng Clan members last time. This time, all of you will have a chance!” 

Leng Ruoxue smiled and promised. 

‘Girl, you can’t leave this old man behind!” the little old man quickly said. His expression was extremely 

nervous, as if he was afraid Leng Ruoxue would forget about him. 

“Yes, yes. Don’t worry, Grandpa Du. We are now at the base camp of the Phoenix Clan. There are many 

phoenixes here,” Leng Ruoxue promised. 

“Mn, mn,” The people present nodded repeatedly. 

Three days passed quickly. 

For the past three days, Zheng En had been cultivating diligently in the space. 

Three days later, when Zheng En came out of the space, he finally became a Mystic Sovereign as he 

wished. 



“Congratulations.” Leng Ruoxue looked at Zheng En, who had just had his breakthrough, and said 

happily. Har, she had another Mystic Sovereign by her side. Their strength had increased again! 

“Thank you, Miss,” Zheng En said happily. In the past, his focus was on alchemy, which was why his 

cultivation as a mystic cultivator advanced so slowly. However, he was finally a Mystic Sovereign now. 

Boohoo.. I’m so happy! 

“Heh heh! The higher your strength, the happier I am! This way, you guys can protect me.” Leng Ruoxue 

said with a face full of anticipation. Uh! It feels pretty good to be a manager who does nothing. 

“Miss!” Zheng En was a little speechless. Sigh! Miss is being unreasonable again! He really couldn’t do 

anything to her. Actually, he really wanted to say that they could protect her now. Even though there 

weren’t many people around Miss, they were all elites in his eyes! Especially Cheng Wu and the others, 

all 

of them were Mystic Sovereign! In addition to Miss’s terrifying beasts, uh! Before others wanted to bully 

his Miss, they’d better weigh their own worth first. 

“Haha!” Leng Ruoxue laughed awkwardly. 

“Oh, Mystic Sovereign! When can I reach that level?” At this moment, Feng Da looked at Zheng En, his 

eyes shining with envy as he muttered to himself. 

“Don’t be anxious. You will also make a breakthrough soon.” Zheng En also used the same words to 

comfort Feng Da and the others. 

“Thaven’t even advanced yet, why are you guys so anxious?” Leng Ruoxue glared and pretended to be 

unhappy. 

“Young miss! Didn’t you just say that the stronger we are, the more we can protect you!” Feng Da rolled 

his eyes and reminded. 

“That’s right! When your strength becomes stronger, I will be able to wash my hands off everything and 

focus on being a rice worm.” Leng Ruoxue’s beautiful face was filled with expectation. 

“Xue’er, don’t you want to be an expert? A worm can’t become an expert!” Empty reminded helplessly. 

“Tch, what I mean is that after I become strong, I can focus on being a rice worm. I didn’t say now.” Leng 

Ruoxue quibbled.. 

 


